In this paper, we study the properties of the space-time 
By the definition of the characteristic operator U, in order that fix, t) is parabolic on G, it is necessary that U/(x, t) = 0 for all ix, t) e G. Then /e2)^n-C and í\¡ = 0. Hence Af = 0. Also fiz) = fiz) tot all z £ U\. From this it follows that E JiZ.it A »"•■)) = A*. s) for all (x, s) £ U\ and t > 0.
Clearly given ix, s) £ U\, E^ JiZ.it A rf.)) = Es JiZir..)) tot all large t. Therefore, for any ix, s) £ U\, E /(Z(r..)) = /(x, s). This implies that, for all (x, s) £
U, E JiZiT'A)) = y(x, s), as can be easily verified by repeated use of the strong 
where B ix) = \y £ M\pix, y) < el. 
where L is given by
Now consider the characteristic operator U of Zit). Then ll/b = clU < 0 on (7.
(b) Given e> 0, let ¿ be the function constructed in (a). Let / = / + h.
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Then 11/ = U/ + \ïh < 0 on U, f > 0 on S2 US. By the minimum principle for U (the version we referred to in §2), / > 0 on U. This means that / > -e on U.
Since e is arbitrary, the desired conclusion follows.
Q.E.D.
Summing up, we have the following theorem. x . Then we assert that u/(x , / ) exists and (4) Mfix0, t0) = DmD+jix0, t0) + a/(x0, z0)M,
To prove this, let (7 be any open rectangular neighborhood of (x_, z ) contained in G such that |¿y(y, t)/dt -dfixQ, t0)/dt\ < e v(y. <) e l/f Let (7 be any open neighborhood of (x , t A whose closure is contained in (7 and let r,, be the first exit time from (7 by Zit). Write
where Z lies between t, and Z. + ry, and since (X(z. + r,.), t) e U , we have
Let / (x) = fix, tQ). We need only prove that Therefore we have
To complete the proof of (4), it remains to show that
But this is obvious, since s is harmonic for Xit). Consider the solutions of (9) DmD+sg = Xg iX > 0).
We have seen that a(x, A), w(x, A) are solutions of (9). Since A > 0, we have 1 + Aa.(x) < uix, X) < exp(AaAx)), and the functions uix, A) = uix, X)\l *=f---, do) Jx Uy'A)) a (x, A) = a(x, X)\X ■-V , J r0 iuiy, X))¿ ate respectively positive decreasing and positive increasing solutions of (9) (cf. and it is natural to ask if ie~ luiXit), A), / > 0!, etc., are still martingales. We shall show below that if both boundaries are natural, then the answer to the above question is affirmative.
Theorem 4. Let Xit) be a conservative regular continuous strong Markov process on an interval I with endpoints r., r., where -00 < r. < rx < 00. Let f: l y [O, 00) -, (-00, 00). For r<a<b<r., let tf , f , <f be the first passage times defined by (5). Let x £ ir., r.). In order that fiXit), t +■ r), t > 0, is a martingale with respect to P for all r > 0, it is necessary that the following conditions hold for all t > 0, r > 0, ¡\\ lim Ire -.¡ia, t + tf )dP =0 if r is inaccessible, . fiXir), t + r)dP= ffiXir), t + r) dp = fix, t) DzzzD^*) = a f°r aU X e (TW rP =» giXit)) -at, t> 0, is a martingale with respect to P for all x £ (r , rx).
(iii) // fix, t) = f"0oU) + tn~l(f>xix) + ... + qbnix) satisfies D'mD+J + df/dt = 0, then fiXit), t + r), t>0, is a martingale with respect to P for all x £ ir., r A and all r > 0. Since /7(a) -e < S"°j d^ifj^r^) < Hid) + e, it follows from (17) and (18) 
xlz-o xlro
From this, it is clear that a(x, a) and uz(x) are linearly independent. Also the function e~a wix) satisfies conditions (a), (b) of (i) and so e~ wiXit)), t > 0, is a martingale with respect to P fot all x £ ir., rx).
Let g be any solution of D D g = ag such that e~a giXit)), t > 0, is a martingale with respect to P for any x e (rQ, rx). Then g(x) = Kxuix, a) + K2wix). If Kj / 0, limxlr g(x)/|s(x)| = Kj//(a) / 0, and so e_a'g(X(i)), t > 0, cannot be a martingale with respect to P for any x e (rQ, rj), contradicting the assumption on g. Therefore /A = 0 and g is a scalar multiple of w.
The case Kid) I 0 can be treated in an analogous way.
Now suppose that //(a) = 0 and K(a) = 0. Then by Lemma 11, a(a, a) = oisia)) as a 1 rQ and via, a) = oMa)) as a [ rQ. Therefore for any solution g of D D g = ag, gia) = oisia)) as a J, rQ. Hence the function fix, t) = e~ 'g(x) satisfies conditions (à), (b) of (i) and so e~XtgiXit)), t > 0, is a martingale with respect to P for all x £ (rQ, r x). Q.E.D. = 'J™ > B¿r, M + ^/tx(r)<ß l(r.e)] e-XtoVP^EjU).
In the case where z?z(r j) < oo and mir A > -oo, the transition probabilities
Pit, x, •) converge weakly to a probability distribution on (rn, rj) whose distribution function Giy) is (z?z(y) -7?z(r0))(z7z(rj) -?7z(r0))-as t -» oo (cf.
[9]). It is obvious in this case that, for i' = 0, 1, the martingale e~ '/^ (X(/)) converges to zero in probability (and therefore almost surely by the martingale convergence theorem) as t -,00 for any initial state x. Suppose E . is any finite measure with bounded support on (0, 00). Then it easily follows that qb.iXit), t) converges to zero almost surely as / -> 00 for any initial state x, and so (19), (20) and (21) can be applied to give the probability that X(z:) would ever cross certain moving boundaries.
